Decoration

Disposable vs Reusable E-cigs - Which One Should You Choose?


disposable vs reusable e-cigs: Which one should you choose?

Very easy  0 minute(s)

8 Trendy Hair Colours for Summer 2021

8 trendy hair colours for summer 2021

Very easy  0 minute(s)

What is Bonus Shares

Bonus shares are free additional shares that are issued to existing shareholders based on the amount of shares they own.

Very easy  0 minute(s)

Biyaado Island Resort

"One Island One Resort Just 30 minutes from the airport...

Very easy  5 day(s)

Word Clock

It is a medium sized clock that acts as a focal point in any...

Medium  6 hour(s)

Telescoping Wall Lamp with a rake

A very easy to make telescoping wall lamp with a...

Easy  40 minute(s)

Horloge de Fibonacci

This strange clock use the Fibonacci sequence to display time. Each square represents a value of the sequence. We must add the square's values...

Medium  2 day(s)

Cheap and Cute Digital PhotoFrame Without SD Card on ESP8266

Cheap & Cute PhotoFrame Without SD Card on ESP8266 + 1.8inch TFT

Medium  1 hour(s)

Automatic Kinetic Sculpture RGB

Automatic Kinetic Sculpture which creates visual illusions.

Medium  6 hour(s)

Plastic Waste Pavement

Recycle the plastic waste into pavement blocks to:

Very easy  30 minute(s)

The Importance of Proper Tire Alignment for Your Tyres

The Importance of Proper Tire Alignment for Your...  0 month(s)
MoodBoxByFaBteam

Modular box: minimalist weather station and jukebox
with Arduino

Laser cut light

Utilisation de la lumière pour créer des décorations sobres...

IKEA hack: TARVA Chest of 3 drawers in pine

This is a hack of IKEA TARVA chest of 3 drawers in pine...

FabCat House

Lasercut house for your furry friend.

Entryway catch-all table

We needed a place to organize our stuff where we...

Desk lamp in wood and concrete

Hi! I am User.Clement

Design for lasercut with MakerCase

Design perfectly nested boxes using the free online...

DIY NeoPixel Rings From Scratch!

Rings From Scratch!

Homemade NeoPixel Rings!
Make Neopixel Rings of any...

Candlestick in copper and wood

Simple candlestick made of copper and wood

Bucket stool made of wood and concrete

The $5 bucket stool is a project created by Ben Uyeda...

8bits & Chocolate - decorative candy...

Decorative candy dispenser in retro-gaming style.

3D printed geometry connectors

A geometry connector is a small device that, used along...

Bucket stool made of wood and concrete

The $5 bucket stool is a project created by Ben Uyeda...

8bits & Chocolate - decorative candy...

Decorative candy dispenser in retro-gaming style.

3D printed geometry connectors

A geometry connector is a small device that, used along...